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At the end of a very busy and successful school year, I would like to
thank you all for your hard work and achievements. As the Prime
Minister said on Friday in his address to school leavers, 'your generation
has come of age facing a challenge like no other generation before you'.

A highlight of our annual school calendar at Longsands is the summer
Awards Evening. While this couldn't happen this year in the usual way,
we have still asked your teachers to nominate deserving students for
academic excellence and attitude to learning. As ever, this is a hugely
difficult process. My congratulations to all students nominated.

As the school year draws to a close please stay safe this summer. We
are really looking forward to reconnecting with you in September.

Best wishes
Mr Owen



The winning category (by some 
margin), was category ‘D’.  As a 
result, we are very pleased to 
announce that our new Houses will 
be (along with their colour):
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After a process stretching over several weeks, we have considered over two-
hundred names suggested by students, staff and parents/carers as nominations 
for House names.  These suggestions were then curated into categories and put 
to a referendum asking all members of the school community to vote for their 
favourite five names.  
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All students and staff at Longsands will now be a member of one of the five Houses and in September you will learn your 
House identity.  Two forms in each Year group (7-11) will be assigned to each House, while the sixth form will be mixed 
between the five Houses.  The new system will not require the mixing of existing tutor groups and it will in no way affect 
setting of your classes within the curriculum, however, in order to achieve this, we couldn’t keep family members 
together in the same House, so you may find yourself in a different House from your brother or sister (if you have one).    

Once every five weeks, you will have a House assembly for celebratory achievements and House notices.  Each House 
will be led by a Year 12 House Captain, a Year 11 Prefect Vice-Captain and a Year 9 Student Leader Assistant House 
Captain.  They will also form part of restructured Student Council that will have representatives across all forms in Years 
7-10.  

If you are in Years 7-10, you will be invited to nominate yourself as a form rep and take your place on the student 
council.  There, you will be involved in influencing the decisions and rules of our Academy and you will be able to voice 
ideas from members of your tutor group.  

Student participation in the referendum was excellent and we would like to say a big thank you to all of you who took 
part – you have helped to shape the future House names for many years to come (perhaps long after you have left 
Longsands and moved onto the next phases of your lives).  

We are now working on a series of extra-curricular competitions, designed to bring you’re your skills and they should 
help you to apply your of knowledge across all subject areas.  Participation in these activities will earn House Points, as 
will hard work, acts of kindness and general student accomplishments and personal bests.  The House with the most 
points at the end of the academic year will win the House Cup.  

We are very excited to have (once again), a House system at Longsands and look forward to incorporating it into our 
Longsands 60th celebrations.  
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Overall Result

A B C D E F G Total
Combined 

Vote 143 202 204 281 187 90 92 1199

Percentage 11.9% 16.8% 17.0% 23.4% 15.6% 7.5% 7.7% 100.0%
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NEWSWEEK CHALLENGE

We have made it! The Summer is here. 
(although, the sun doesn’t seemed to have got 
the message recently).  

This week has seen some more changes to 
public advice concerning face masks and world 
leaders who once condemned the use are now 
masking up. The government has also made 
changes to the economy that plan to help save 
jobs and help people find it easier to buy and 
sell their houses. 

Anyway, how much have you paid attention to 
the news this week?
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1. This week saw Rishi Sunak announce economic incentives, but what is the tagline encouraging the 

public to dine in restaurants during the week?
2. Another economic incentive, but for the housing market, was announced this week. What tax will 

potential homebuyers (up to the value of £500,000) no longer have to pay during the next 6 months?
3. With a potential U-turn in government policy surrounding the wearing of face masks, the Prime 

Minister was seen wearing his in a shop. Where did he purchase his mask from?
4. This week saw the sad loss of one of England’s football world cup winning side, Jack Charlton, aged 

85. Although he played for England, which other National team did he manage during his career?
5. Although there were announcements from the government to encourage employers to keep hold of 

their staff during these tough times, which 2 High street giants announced they were cutting 5300 
jobs?

6. Friday saw the nation’s favourite Second World War planes, the Spitfire, flyover in various parts of 
the country, but what was the special occasion for?

7. Which nation this week has seen the build-up to a presidential election which has provoked much 
interest due to the outcome and its potential impact on the EU and its own LGBT community’s 
rights?

8. What organisation has the  Labour party decided to boycott this month in solidarity with 
BlackLivesMatter in order to put pressure on the organisation to promote the cause?

9. The online fashion outlet Boohoo has caused controversy this week as a journalist reported that a 
Leicester factory making clothes for the outlet was not providing the proper protection for its 
workers during the current pandemic. But why has the pay of the workers caused concern?

10. This week someone was arrested for sending racist messages to Crystal Palace football player 
Wilfried Zaha. How old was the perpetrator?

NEWSWEEK CHALLENGE
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Answers from the last challenge

1. 72
2. Kanye West
3. Leicester
4. Franklin Roosevelt and his New Deal
5. £1.5 Billion
6. 75,000
7. Lost 4-0 to Man City
8. “99% of US cases are harmless” Donald Trump
9. Christopher Columbus
10. Nigel Farage
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Word of the Day 

Every week we will be sharing an interesting or useful word. Being 
able to draw on a wide vocabulary isn’t just important for schoolwork; 
it can also help us to express ourselves and communicate our ideas 
and emotions effectively.  

Here are some things you might like to do with the word of the day: 

Learn how to spell it using methods such as “look, cover, write check” 
or breaking the word down. At the end of the week, you could test 
yourself on all 5 spellings from the week. 

Think of synonyms - other words that have a similar meaning. 

Think of what the opposite would be of this word.  

Come up with examples and try writing some example sentences. 
You could do numbers 2, 3 and 4 of this list as a mind map around the 
word. 

Try and use the word in conversation once during the day.  

Use etymonline.com to research the history of the word. 
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Word of the Day theme: ENDINGS

Monday 13th July 
Climax: In noun form, a climax is the most intense, exciting, or important point of a story. It is the 
culmination of everything that has gone before!
The Premier League season is reaching its climax.

Tuesday 14th July 
Denouement: The final part of a play, film, or narrative in which all of the strands of the plot are 
drawn together and matters are explained or resolved. This type of ending is commonly seen in 
Detective Fiction when the true criminal is revealed!
In the denouement, Sherlock Holmes explained why Moriarty was actually guilty.

Wednesday 15th July
Conclusion: The end or finish of an event, process, or text. It is also commonly used in a more 
evaluative sense, to describe the final paragraph of an essay.
The school term was reaching its conclusion.

Thursday 16th July
Finale: The last part of a piece of music, an entertainment, or a public event, especially when 
particularly dramatic or exciting. This term is commonly used in relation to the last episode of a 
TV Series.
I was really looking forward to the finale of His Dark Materials.

Friday 17th July
Catastrophe: The final event or conclusion, usually an unfortunate one; a disastrous end. While 
we often use this word to describe natural disasters, it is also the specific name for the ending of 
a Tragedy.
Romeo and Juliet ended in catastrophe.
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Making a Rock Lolly

• Use the power of dissolving and crystallisation to make your own sweets!

• You will need:
• A wooden skewer
• A clothes peg
• Water 
• Sugar
• Glass Jar
• A stove
• A helpful adult
• Optional (food colouring)
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1.Clip the wooden skewer into the clothespin so that it hangs down inside the glass and is 
about 1 inch (2.5 cm) from the bottom of the glass. (as shown)
2.Remove the skewer and clothespin and put them aside for now.
3.Get a helpful adult!
4.Pour the water into a pan and bring it to boil.
5.(May add food colouring here, add until water is dark in colour)
6.Pour about 1/4 cup of sugar into the boiling water, stirring until it dissolves.
7.Keep adding more and more sugar, each time stirring it until it dissolves, until no more will 
dissolve. This will take time and patience and it will take longer for the sugar to dissolve each 
time.Be sure you don’t give up too soon. Once no more sugar will dissolve, remove it from heat 
and allow it to cool for at least 20 minutes.
8.Have your friendly ADULT carefully pour the sugar solution into the jar almost to the top.
Then submerge the skewer back into the glass making sure that it is hanging straight down the
middle without touching the sides.
9.Allow the jar to fully cool and put it someplace where it will not be disturbed.
10.Now just wait. The sugar crystals will grow over the next 3-7 days.
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But How?
When you mixed the water and sugar you made a SATURATED 
SOLUTION. This means that the water could only hold the sugar if 
both were very hot. As the water cools the sugar “comes out” of 
the solution by crystallising on the skewer. The skewer (and 
sometimes the glass itself) act as a “seed” that the sugar crystals 
start to grow on. With some luck and patience you will have a 
tasty scientific treat! Enjoy
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European Map Challenge

https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3007

This is an online map challenge, use the link below to go to the website. 

Challenge: You need to pinpoint the European countries as they appear, by 
clicking on the correct location on the map. If you get it wrong just try again. You 
are timed, so the fast you can complete the map the better.  

Take a screen shot of 
your completed map & 
time and email to 
freya.mcallister@astrea
-Longsands.org.   Best 
time will win a prize, 
you have until 11am on 
Friday  17th

Good luck!

https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3007
mailto:freya.mcallister@astrea-Longsands.org
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Huge Congratulations!

The Geography Department would like to thank and congratulate 
the following Y7 students, who  have consistently produced 

outstanding work and demonstrated high levels of engagement 
throughout lockdown

Connor C

Max C

Joe D

Andrew F

Claudia F

Travis F

Jess H

Top 
Geographers!

Top 
Geographers!

Alicia Joan H

Jack P

Lily P

Holly S

Amelia T

Amelia Z
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Winners of the final weekly maths puzzle competitions

Well done to the 100 students who have taken part in our maths competitions over the last few months. We have been 
delighted with the responses to our challenges and the fluency, logical thinking and communication shown by our 
students. Congratulations to everyone who has entered and to all the winners over the last few months.

There are no new puzzles this week, but if you would like to continue improving your problem solving skills over the 
summer there are past maths challenge papers downloadable at https://www.ukmt.org.uk/competitions/solo and 
books and pdf downloads in the shop: https://www.ukmt.org.uk/shop. Happy solving!
Ms Royal, Mrs Philpott, Miss Sharratt and Ms Bell, the puzzle setters.

In Y7, the answers were 1.5kg and 8cm north-east of its starting point. We received some excellent submissions, and 
everyone who submitted an answer will be getting an achievement point. The winning entry was Josh M for his correct 
solutions to both puzzles. The overall y7 puzzle champion, who submitted an excellent, very clearly explained solution for 
almost every week of the competition, is Morgan G.

In Y8 and 9, the answers were 3 + 5 + 11 = 19 and a + b + c = 10.5. We received a good number of solutions this week with 
some different approaches used to solve puzzle 2. Everyone who submitted an answer will be getting an achievement 
point. The winning entries this week were Madison O (puzzle 1) and Thomas F (puzzle 2). The overall y8/9 puzzle 
champion is Isaac T who submitted excellently explained solutions for every week of the competition.

In Y10 and 11, the answers were 2 (Core) and 270 (Challenge). Everyone who submitted an answer will be getting an 
achievement point. The winning entry was Isaac T (Core) but no fully correct solutions were found for the Challenge 
puzzle this week. The overall y10/11 puzzle champion, awarded to the student who has submitted the most winning 
solutions is Ava M who submitted excellent solutions to many of the challenges.

In Y12 and 13, the answers were 20 and (1/3) x + 4/3. Once again we had excellent entries including from KS4 students. 
The winning entries were from Yasmine M (puzzle 2) and James R (puzzle 1). Thank you to all the y11, 12 and 13 students 
who have entered the competition over the last few months. There are two overall y12/13 puzzle champions, who each 
submitted solutions that could have won every week without fail: star y13 mathematicians Evan M and James R.

https://www.ukmt.org.uk/competitions/solo
https://www.ukmt.org.uk/shop
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UKMT Junior Maths Challenge

As you may remember, a few months ago Longsands organised an unofficial online 
maths challenge for some of its Y7 and Y8 students. The challenge was supposed to take 
place in person on April 30 but was unfortunately unable to go ahead.

Since we ran our unofficial version, the United Kingdom Mathematics Trust, who run the 
maths challenge, arranged for an official online version of the challenge to take place at 
the end of June.

We had a fantastic turnout, with over 160 students taking part in the challenge as one of 
their maths lessons. Their perseverance and dedication was fantastic to see, and 
hopefully the opportunity to stretch their problem-solving skills was an enjoyable one.

There were some fantastic scores, including four gold, thirteen silver, and twenty-nine 
bronze certificates. Special congratulations to Sophie O (Y7) and Oliver K (Y8) who 
managed to achieve the highest score in their respective year groups.

All students who took part in the challenge will receive a certificate. These have been 
emailed individually to their school email addresses.

Well done everybody!
Ms Royal
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these students who 
have collected a huge 
number of coins in 
the last 7 days!

Year 7 Year 8

over 50 000 coins Zak O Madison O

over 10 000 coins Summer B Luke F

over 5 000 coins
Daniel S
Scarlett W
Isabelle H

over 3 000 coins
Trixie A
Matthew B
Bradley J

over 2 000 coins Daniel R

Tilly C
Emily W
Kitty C
Akshit B

over 1 000 coins

Mason B
Will G
Andrew F
Maya Q
Omerhan A
Alex P
Jack P

Jack H-D
Milly Y
Jack H-S
Jermiah H
Theo H
Joe G
Jamie S
Thomas B
Lawinia B
Elan K
Kornelia C
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Year 7 and Year 8 students: you have been set a challenge of complete at least 5 Garage sessions on 
TTRS each week. Each correct answer in garage mode earns you 10 coins.

Upgrade your Rock Status!

Your Rock Status is based on your speed in the Studio. Much like being in a recording studio, this is 
where we want TT Rock Stars to record your best performances. The TT Rock Star engine works out 
your mean score over the last 10 games in the Studio to determine your rock status.

The more questions on average that you answer correctly in a minute, the higher your status:

If you answer 5 or fewer questions you're a Wannabe!

If you answer 6 questions you're a Garage Rocker!

If you answer 7 questions you're a Busker!

If you answer 8 questions you're a Gigger!

If you answer 9 questions you're a Unsigned Act!

If you answer 10 or 11 questions you're a Breakthrough Artist!

If you answer 12 to 14 questions you're a Support Act!

If you answer 15 to 19 questions you're a Headliner!

If you answer 20 to 29 questions you're a Rock Star!

If you answer 30 to 59 questions you're a Rock Legend!

If you answer 60 or more questions you're a Rock Hero!

If you need help getting logged on to TTRS, please check the instructions on Doddle or email your 
maths teacher.

Times Tables Rock Stars 
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Dear Longsands students

This table shows the top users of Hegarty Maths over the entire period of 
school closure. There are some truly impressive statistics here, and everyone
mentioned should be justly proud of themselves. However, there are far too
many students to mention who have been working incredibly diligently on Hegarty Maths, asking 
questions when they are stuck, and even doing extra work on top of what has been assigned to 
them. We have been blown away by the effort that you have put in to keep up your learning. Well 
done, and we hope you enjoy a well-deserved summer break.

Top tutor groups, by year, last week were: 7CSO, 8JJB, 9CLA, 10AFI, 11AJH

Top individuals last week were:
Individuals Hours of use

Questions 
answered

Y7 Maksym M 28.3 Holly S 1797

Joe D 26.8 Omerhan A 1574

Charlie W 24.4 Daniel R 1431

Y8 Olivia L 30.9 Evie D 969

Akshit B 28.5 Daniel W 968

Thea B 24 Jeremiah H 910

Y9 Isabella F 112.8 Isabella F 9814

Amelia F 45.2 Georgie T 2964

Georgie T 38.9 Amelia F 2498

Y10 Alex J 68.6 Madeleine L 1498

Madeleine L 35.2 Oliver K 1382

Lucy J 31.9 Samuel H 1312

Y11 Kate B 54.5 Jaimee B 2279

Rowan B 31 Milly M 1797

Kayley P 30.6 Samaria L 1704
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Year 7

Jack E-H

Louis H

Thomas W

Year 8

Kyle C

Callum I

Bradley J

Harriet T

Year 9

Robyn C
Keeley H
Gabriel T

Ben C
Natasha S
Nicola B
Tiran P
Jake S

KS3 History 
Superstars…

Well done to the following students. Your teachers have commented that you have 
produced excellent work during the past week during your remote studies. Keep up the 
good work in the this final week of term.
Mr Wayman
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Year 12 Politics 
Competition

R.A. BUTLER POLITICS PRIZE
The Prize is jointly organised by Trinity College Cambridge and Cambridge University’s 
Department of Politics and International Studies. The questions for the 2020 competition 
are available here
Format. Essays should be between 2,000 and 4,000 words (not including the 
bibliography). It’s worth considering the use of examples in your essays: the best essays 
often use a diverse selection of contemporary, historical or literary examples. We 
encourage you to provide references to your sources of information, and to include a 
bibliography at the end of the essay. Please include your name on the document and save 
the file as “Surname, First name”.
Submissions: Essays must be submitted by 12 noon (UK time) on 3 August 2020. Please 
submit essays using the form below.
Prize. The competition carries a First Prize of £600, to be split equally between the 
candidate and his or her school or college (the school or college’s portion of the prize to be 
issued in the form of book tokens), and a Second Prize of £400, which again is to be shared 
equally between the candidate and his or her school or college. Winners will be announced 
in September, and will be invited to visit the College to meet some of the teaching staff.
https://www.trin.cam.ac.uk/undergraduate/essay-prizes/politics/

https://www.trin.cam.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/Butler-questions-2020-1.pdf
https://www.trin.cam.ac.uk/undergraduate/essay-prizes/politics/
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This week club and professional cricket 
has returned! 

In honour of the re-start to the 
cricket season our last PE challenge 
will test your cricketing skills!

The mission: To improve your cricket 
skills and aspire to become the next 
cricketing superstar.

Follow the video links each and 
complete the mini 
challenges/lessons to develop your 
cricket skills. 

Take it further: Find an small grass 
area, create a mini cricket wicket 
(use household items to mark the 
lines and for stumps) Play a mini 
match using  correct cricket scoring 
(google this!) Play in your best 
cricket fancy dress!

Please send in photos/videos to your 
PE teachers, last keep your entries 
coming in!  Let’s go Longands!

Bowling
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=0_anG3r1S
Y8 

Batting
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=5m3C237K0-
I&list=PLhSLwHVrUlzhkh
cIznkZVgfI8wS4uWank
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=5m3C237K0-
I&list=PLhSLwHVrUlzhkh
cIznkZVgfI8wS4uWank&i
ndex=2

Catching
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=pobvKFBI_9g&list=PL0H94qyJz
FmqcC5mHZ_srDF4gk8GzKl1C

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=tsAC5pgTz44&list=PL0H94qyJzF
mqcC5mHZ_srDF4gk8GzKl1C&inde
x=6

Fielding 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=JSJ6oFjnVF0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5m3C237K0-I&list=PLhSLwHVrUlzhkhcIznkZVgfI8wS4uWank
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5m3C237K0-I&list=PLhSLwHVrUlzhkhcIznkZVgfI8wS4uWank&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pobvKFBI_9g&list=PL0H94qyJzFmqcC5mHZ_srDF4gk8GzKl1C
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Sports Awards 2020

As the 2019/20 season comes to an end, we are extremely disappointed that the
PE department will not be able to host our annual Sports awards evening to
celebrate this Year’s sporting achievement. Your achievements will not go with out recognition and instead, 
we shall be announcing our Sports awards winners in a newsletter this week, to celebrate your many 
successes. 

We have enjoyed opportunity to share memories and experiences from training and playing sport together, 
and we are proud to have witnessed this on a weekly basis. This something for all students and staff to 
treasure and value during these difficult times.

As normal Trophies and certificates will be awarded to all winners in the near future. The PE department 
would to thank all students for your Passion, participation and performance over the year and we look 
forward to seeing you all in September for the start of the 2020/21 season.

Let’s go Longsands! 
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MFL  Competition News
This term students have had the opportunity to enter a number of
national language competitions. We have been really impressed with the interest 
and engagement of students across all year groups in these competitions and would 
like to take this opportunity to commend the following students for the quality of 
their entries. We wish them luck in the competitions (it’s still not too late to send in 
your entries if you haven’t done so already):

SCHOOLS TRANSLATION 

PRIZE
QUEEN’S COLLEGE

OXFORD UNIVERSITY

Year 7 
Poppy G
Jess E
James W
Connor C
Cameron E
Claudia F
Emma W
Emma P-G
Sebastian B
Will C
Harriet G
Year 8
Megan C
Morgan C
Gia Maria Y
Freya E
Freya M
Freddie W
Kyra W
Kye G
Milena H
Eva H
Jakob E
Sam S
Kayleigh H
Danny W
Year 9
Charlotte B
Grace L
Anna N
Lily-Mai M
Thomas F
Isaac T

Queen’s College Oxford 
Translation Competition
Year 13
Steven J 
Phoebe T 
Year 11
Jasmine W 
Leonie W 
Year 10
Maddie L 
Adele W 

Year 7
Olivia O 
Alice C
Emma P-G
Year 8
Gia Maria Y
Lillianna S-S

Year 9
Amelia F
Isabella F
Isaac T
Thomas F
Grace L
Year 10
Lily H
Year 13
Phoebe T

The Stephen Spender Prize 2020
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Language Immersion Challenge – Years 7-10

Do you fancy taking part in a language challenge over the summer? Routes into 
Languages have organised a series of 14 activities that you can do from 
sending an email, watching a film or reading a teenagers blog in the target 
language to name just a few. 

Participants will be awarded Gold, Silver or Bronze certificates depending on 
how many of the challenges they have completed. 

· Bronze Certificate = 4 challenges completed
· Silver Certificate = 8 challenges completed
· Gold Certificate = 12 or more challenges completed

The booklet will be uploaded to all students on Doodle and you can download 
and use it to keep a record of your challenges completed. 

Booklets must be returned to your MFL teacher in September. Following this, 
certificates will be awarded. 

Bonne chance 
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Poetry Competition

We have been really impressed with the quality and 
creativity of entries sent for the Key Stage 3 poetry 
competition and would like to commend all those 
students who have taken the time to send in their 
poems. 

We have really enjoyed reading them so thank you for 
your efforts. We will be sharing an anthology of all the 
poems sent in and announcing the winners next week, 
so watch this space.....
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GCSEPod

Well done to all of you who have been making 
great use of GCSEPod during this time.

The top three forms in terms of Pods downloaded 
and viewed last week were:

Year 10: FKM, JSB, REM

Keep up the good work!
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GCSEPod

Students in Year 10 should by now be making regular use of GCSEPod, particularly as a 
revision tool as they begin to prepare for public examinations next year. The site is 
continually being developed, the latest additions including a 'check and challenge' facility in 
English, Maths and Computer Science. This will be extended to cover History, Geography, 
Languages and other subjects from September.

Students in Year 9 can also make use of the site. It contains some particularly important and 
useful resources for your transition between Year 9 and 10. Ask your teacher if you have any 
queries about how to access these.
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STEM Opportunity for Girls

A STEM based opportunity for girls interested in
finding out more about future careers and local
companies with STEM (science, technology,
engineering and maths) at their core. This is not
until October so there is time to decide.

If you are interested please sign up and make
sure you please use your school email address
rather than a personal one.

Mrs Rose
STEM coordinator

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeelu4hpOiVUYd__llELEFjyKYLkVUuBrJJuzPZ0MPtuyIU7Q/viewform
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Students in Year 10 – Please make sure you have engaged in the 
‘Careers and Pathways Event’. Taking part in this event will 
ensure that you have received up to date and impartial 
information about all of your post 16 options ready for next 
year.

All the information will stay on Doddle over the summer.

Unifrog – check your emails for a 
reminder of your login. Once logged in, 
you can use this platform to help you 
to organise your plans for post 16. You 
can search for careers information, 
look for courses you might be 
interested in and upload a CV.



REVIEW OF THE WEEK
Frozen II

After the events of the first Frozen film, reunited sisters Anna (Kristen Bell) and Elsa (Idina
Menzel) are settling into a happy life in the kingdom of Arendelle, with Elsa as Queen. 
However, something is bothering Elsa – and this time it isn’t her ice powers. She is the 
only one able to hear a voice sing, a voice which seems able to control the elements of 
her kingdom – and a voice which appears to be calling her. Worried for the kingdom, she 
and Anna, along with Kristoff (Jonathan Groff), who is twice as concerned with the task of 
asking Anna to marry him, and the carefree snowman Olaf (Josh Gad), venture into a 
forest which no-one else could enter, and discover the people who were stuck there by 
magic long ago. The group must find out how to rescue these people, the mystery of their 
parents’ disappearance, and who the voice is that is calling to Elsa – and how this may all 
connect to Elsa herself.TH
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Frozen was an instant success and has been well-loved by so 
many people across the world, so it was important that a 
sequel would do the story justice – and this film absolutely 
has. The storyline smoothly picks up where the first film left 
off, and the strong elements of magic are as beautiful as 
always, with a wonderful plot to show discovery of Elsa’s true 
identity and coming to terms with the loss of her parents and 
who she was meant to be. While Anna and Elsa are, as usual, 
perfect characters, Kristoff’s point of view is where the film 
really shines – allowing a male character to express his 
emotions, even having a song about them, creates a brilliant 
example for young boys in what would usually be seen as a 
film designed “for girls.” The entire film is powerful and full of 
emotion, and this is particularly prevalent in the soundtrack, 
with songs such as Into the Unknown and Show Yourself
almost surpassing the famous Let It Go in terms of power and 
emotion. Overall, this sequel is a fantastic continuation of the 
story of Arendelle and its rulers, and is full of the wonderful 
Disney magic that is much-needed in so many lives.
Frozen II is currently available on Sky and Disney Plus. It was 
rated U by the BBFC.
If you enjoyed reading this review, and would like to see your 
own reviews published in future bulletins, then please email 
robin.owen@astrea-longsands.org for more details!
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Star Rating:
4 Stars

Directors:
Chris Buck & 
Jennifer Lee

Cast:
Kristen Bell
Idina Menzel
Josh Gad
Jonathan Groff

mailto:robin.owen@astrea-longsands.org
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Winner of the Year 7 Alice in Wonderland Review Competition

Thank you for all of your entries last week into the Year 7 Alice in 
Wonderland Review Competition. Mr Owen was really impressed 
by the standard of entries and it was great to see what Year 7 
really thought of the book that they have been reading this term. 

Congratulations to the winner of the competition: Bella in 7JAB
The presentation (including the Jam Tarts) was excellent, as well as 
the content of her review. Well done to Bella from the English 
Department. Thank you to everyone who entered and we hope to 
run more competitions like this next year!
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Each image will link through to a website providing full 
details about the service and how to use it.

SHOUT

https://www.themix.org.uk/
https://switchboard.lgbt/
https://nopanic.org.uk/
https://papyrus-uk.org/
https://www.selfharm.co.uk/
http://www.lifesigns.org.uk/
https://www.beateatingdisorders.org.uk/
https://www.kooth.com/
https://www.giveusashout.org/
http://centre33.org.uk/
https://chathealth.nhs.uk/
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OFFICE 365
As a Longsands Academy 
student you are entitled to 
FREE Office 365 – see 
opposite for details!

Forgot your email password? 
There is a password reset form 
on the Academy website.

Here is some guidance on
email etiquette.

Log into office 365 by going to: www.office.com
Log in with your Academy email address (i.e. 7042@astrea-longsands.org)
Once logged in, select ‘Install Office’

Finally, when the box is expanded, select ‘Office 365 Apps’

You should then get a download box pop up, and you should be good to go!

https://www.astrea-longsands.org/student-password-reset-form/
https://www.astrea-longsands.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Longsands-Student-Email-Guidance.pdf
http://www.office.com/
mailto:7042@astrea-longsands.org

